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Abstract—In this work, we propose and evaluate a Network-on-
Chip (NoC) augmented with light-weight processing elements to
provide a lean dataflow-style system. We show that contemporary
NoC routers can frequently experience long periods of idle-
time, with less than 10% link utilization in HPC applications.
By repurposing the temporal and spatial slack of the NoC, the
proposed platform, SnackNoC, is able to compute linear algebra
kernels efficiently within the communication layer with minimal
additional resource costs.

SnackNoC ‘Snack’ application kernels are programmed with
a producer-consumer data model that uses the NoC slack to store
and transmit intermediate data between processing elements.
SnackNoC is demonstrated in a multi-program environment
that continually executes linear algebra kernels on the NoC
simultaneously with chip multiprocessor (CMP) applications on
the processor cores. Linear algebra kernels are computed up to
6.15× faster on SnackNoC compared to an Intel Haswell EP
x86 processing core. The cost of executing ‘snack’ kernels in
parallel to the CMP applications is a minimal runtime impact
of 0.01% to 0.83% due to higher link utilization, and an uncore
area overhead of 1.1%.

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern multicore systems provide impressive peak perfor-
mance through highly tuned computation and communication
subsystems but they are inefficient; new techniques are needed
that can utilize idle resources to complete useful work. This
work addresses the need by adapting existing communica-
tion subsystems that often sit largely idle. In this work, the
Network-on-Chip (NoC) is re-imagined not only to serve as
the communication fabric but also as a platform to perform
computation. Researchers have largely succeeded in creating
NoC implementations that keep processing cores fed even
during bursts of intense communication. Researchers have
shown that the choice of NoC implementation accounts for
60% to 75% of the miss latency of CMP applications [1].
To improve this potential performance bottleneck, researchers
have explored NoC topologies, NoC router microarchitecture,
routing algorithms, and modeling [1], [2], [3], [4]. However,
because NoCs are designed to minimize the impact of peak-
traffic loads, even highly optimized NoC implementations have
significant idle resources during application periods of idle
communication. This work presented in this paper capitalizes
this design slack to add a novel NoC operation – computation.

The proposed SnackNoC platform operates as a comput-
ing layer within an existing NoC interconnect that enables
high performance computation of linear algebra kernels dur-
ing periods of low NoC utilization. In this platform, each

NoC router incorporates light-weight processing elements and
memory buffers to enable parallel computation of instruction
flits across the NoC. Applications are programmed using a
producer-consumer data model, which enables intermediary
computations of one expression to flow to the next expression
in-network, avoiding unnecessary data movement. ‘Snack’
kernels are mapped to the distributed and parallel topology
of NoC routers, modeling a lean dataflow-style system.

The concept of processing in-network has been investigated
in prior research [5], [6], as well as in more recent work
related to the modern uncore [7], [8], [9]. Active Messages [5]
proposed a network communication mechanism to assist in
remote node computation, while Pfister et al. investigated
combining messages in the interconnection network for the
purpose of reducing memory contention [6]. Targeting modern
high-bandwidth network interconnects, Active Routing [7],
proposes building a processing layer within the interconnect of
a hybrid memory cube (HMC) logic layer with the objective of
computing scatter-gather applications near-memory. IPNosys
II [8] presented a distributed processor, based on the mesh
interconnect of a NoC, to process instructions as packets.
Rettkowski et al. [9] introduced processing flits on the fly
within the NoC to assist in computing stream processing
applications. These heterogeneous computing advancements
sought to improve the performance of the core application
executing on the primary processing elements (e.g. cores)
by adding a layer of processing in-network. Our proposed
platform, SnackNoC, builds on these heterogeneous computing
efforts as the first to process in-network computation kernels
by exploiting the available slack of the NoC resources.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: We present the
case for processing application kernels in the communication
fabric through analyzing the NoC resource utilization during
the execution of multi-threaded applications on the CMP in
Section II. In Section III, we detail the proposed model for
computing application kernels in the communication fabric.
We cover the programming model of SnackNoC in Section IV.
In Section V, we detail the platform’s performance and costs.
We review related work in Section VI and conclude with future
considerations in Section VII.

II. SOURCES OF NOC SLACK

In this section, we identify ‘slack’ in NoC resources that
are exploitable for computation. The resource utilization of
contemporary NoCs are analyzed during the execution of 16
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Fig. 1: Performance of NoC Resource Selections
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Fig. 1. Performance of NoC Resource Selections. The three selected state-of-the-art NoCs BiNoCHS [10], DAPPER [11], and AxNoC [12] have comparable
performance, on average within 1.2%. However, if NoC resources are reduced, the performance can be substantially impacted by up to 37.5%, which indicates
that the three NoCs are provisioned correctly for the CMP and the representative benchmark applications.
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Fig. 1: NoC Router % Usage (a) NoC Crossbar and (b) NoC Link
Fig. 2. NoC Router % Usage (a) NoC Crossbar and (b) NoC Link.

benchmark applications, representative of different CMP and
High Performance Computing (HPC) workloads with varied
application phases.

A. Quantifying ‘Slack’ in the Communication Fabric

To quantify slack in contemporary NoCs, we measure
the utilization of NoC resources in multiple state-of-the-art
representative implementations. Representative of state-of-the
art NoC topologies, three 2D NoC designs are adopted, all of
which had been nominated for best paper awards in the Inter-
national Symposium on Networks-on-Chip (NOCS) in 2017
and 2018: DAPPER [11], AxNoC [12], and BiNoCHS [10].
The NoC resource parameters of these selected topologies

are shown in Table I. We simulated a 16–node 2D mesh
NoC CMP, with each core containing 32kB L1 caches and
a 256kB shared L2 cache node. These simulations executed
16 representative applications from the PARSEC3, Splash2X,
and FastForward2 benchmark suites [13], [14], [15].

The impact of NoC resource allocation on system per-
formance is shown in Figure 1. The results indicate that
compared to BiNoCHS, which is the highest performing NoC,
the two other contemporary NoCs, DAPPER and AxNoC,
have at most a 4.4% performance slowdown and on average a
1.1% and 1.2% slowdown, respectively. In other words, these
contemporary NoCs have similar overall performance.

Additional analysis is performed in order to eliminate the
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TABLE I
BASELINE NOC CONFIGURATIONS

NoC Parameter DAPPER [11] AxNoC [12] BiNoCHS [10]
Router Microarchitecture 4-stage 3-stage 2-stage Pipeline
NoC Channel Width 16B 16B 32B
Num. Virtual Channels 5 4 4
Num. Buffers per Input VC 4 4 4

possible bias of an overprovisioned NoC on our measure-
ments of available slack. Overall, we empirically show that
the selected state-of-the-art NoCs are not overprovisioned,
and that, any reduction in NoC resources degrades the NoC
communication performance. Cutting the number of buffers by
50% and 75% causes up to an 11.4% and 25.7% degradation,
respectively. Reducing the number of virtual channels by
50% and 75% degrades performance up to 4.8% and 22.9%,
respectively. Reducing the channel bandwidth by 50% and
75%, degrades performance by up to 12.2% and 37.5%,
respectively. Please note, we could not reduce by finer steps
because, as shown in Table I, many configurations have at
most four buffers and four virtual channels.

The results of the three contemporary NoCs indicate that
they are correctly provisioned for the desired NoC perfor-
mance. However, we have identified and quantified three
locations of slack in the NoC: router crossbar, network link,
and input buffer utilization.

Router Crossbar Utilization: The router crossbar is the
main module in the NoC router that transfers flits from
router inputs to output destinations. Router crossbar utilization
is shown in Figure 2(a). For brevity, four benchmarks are
selected from the four respective quartiles of peak router
utilization, depicting low, medium, medium-high, and high
utilization. These graphs illustrate the simulation runs in full
with each line representing the crossbar utilization of each
router over time and each sample collected over 10K cycles.
Naturally, for low/medium-low NoC utilization applications,
such as FMM (Figure 2(a)-1) and Cholesky (Figure 2(a)-
2), router crossbar utilization never exceeds 30%. A closer
inspection reveals median router crossbar utilization of 0.8%
and 0.5% for FMM and Cholesky, respectively. For the HPC
LULESH kernel (Figure 2(a)-3), the median of router cross-
bar utilization is 9.3%, with infrequent spikes up to 36.5%.
The execution of Graph500 has spikes of 42.0% crossbar
utilization. However, even during the phase of high activity
after 2B cycles, the median router crossbar utilization is
13.3%. These observations reveal temporal slack in the router.
SnackNoC is built to utilize this temporal slack as a part of the
datapath to support transmitting intermediary data produced by
computation within the NoC router.

Network Link Utilization: Network links are wires con-
necting routers to routers and routers to the network interfaces
of cache controllers and memory controllers. Each network
link is evaluated for flit traversal as illustrated in Figure 2(b).
Across the four benchmark applications, there is no network
link that exceeds 18% in utilization. LULESH has the highest
median link utilization of 3.3%. This low link utilization is
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Fig. 3. NoC Buffer Utilization for Raytrace. During the execution of
Raytrace, only 4% of the clock-cycles have localized contention resulting
in buffer utilization. However, in all but rarest cases, this buffer utilization is
only up to 10% of the total capacity.

expected, as we have shown that the median router crossbar
utilization of LULESH is 9.3%, and each router transfers this
traffic to up to four internal network links. SnackNoC is built
to utilize the temporal and spatial slack of the network link as
a part of the datapath for in-network computation.

Input Flit Buffer Utilization: Each input network link to
a router has multiple virtual channels, each with flit buffers.
The primary function of the input buffers is to house incoming
flits which cannot be immediately forwarded due to contention
at the router. We evaluate the NoC input buffer utilization of
Raytrace as the Raytrace application has the largest sensitivity
to the allocation of input buffers. As shown in Figure 3, during
approximately 96% of all clock-cycles, input buffer utilization
is at 0% which indicates input flits are often immediately
forwarded to the next pipeline stage. Localized contention only
occurs 4% of the time. However, during almost all phases
of contention, the buffer utilization is only at 10% of the
total capacity. In rare circumstances (3M flits of the 2.4T
flits forwarded), buffer utilization reaches 30-55% of the total
capacity. SnackNoC is built to utilize the spatial and temporal
slack available in phases of limited contention to temporarily
store intermediate data values from in-network computation.

B. The Case for Computing Kernels on the NoC

The limitations of processing shared-memory parallel appli-
cations on multi-core platforms have been long discussed [16].
The main limitations are 1) the overhead of communication
that can be untenable at scale, given that memory latency can
suffer as the scale increases, 2) sharing data can constrain
parallelism [17], and 3) code irregularity is problematic for
SIMD [18]. Computing heterogeneity gives system designers
the diversity to continue improving performance as complex
workloads encounter these limitations [7], [18]. To this end,
Nowatzki et al. [18] explored a heterogeneous dataflow and
general-purpose out-of-order processor as to benefit from
dynamically switching across ISAs based on application phase.
Additionally, Active-Routing [7] sought to offload scatter-
gather computations in-network, within a Hybrid Memory
Cube (HMC), during application phases of poor data locality.

As we show in Section II-A, slack exists within the router
crossbar, links, and input flit buffers of the CMP NoC. Our
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Fig. 4. Traditional Static Dataflow Architecture vs. SnackNoC.

proposed platform, SnackNoC, offers a novel approach to
computing heterogeneity by repurposing these NoC resources
to support an additional computation layer. SnackNoC builds
on the in-network processing aspects of Active-Routing [7],
by “snacking” on the resources of the existing CMP platform
for computation, storage, and data movement. Additionally,
SnackNoC follows the approach of [18] as a hybrid platform
that can efficiently execute data-parallel kernels but builds on
this approach by computing the kernels within the NoC layer.
Overall, by repurposing the slack within the NoC resources,
SnackNoC further extends the potential for heterogeneous-
based CMPs.

III. SNACKNOC PLATFORM

In this section, we describe the proposed SnackNoC plat-
form which operates as a computation layer between the
traditional CMP cores and the memory system. Leveraging the
inherent parallelism of NoC topologies, SnackNoC resembles
a lean dataflow-style system using NoC routers augmented
with additional light-weight processing elements and buffers to
support computing linear algebra kernels. A system overview
of this platform is shown in Figure 5.

A. NoC-Oriented Dataflow Model

Architecturally, SnackNoC adopts a dataflow model, a nat-
ural choice for computing within the NoC layer. Dataflow
architectures have a distributed execution model, allowing
router nodes to execute operations as dependencies become
available [19]. This is desirable in the scope of a NoC, where
communication between nodes is effectively asynchronous.

Each router is augmented with an execution unit capable
of computing scalar operations. That is, each router acts
as a processing element (PE). A comparison between the
SnackNoC dataflow model and a traditional static dataflow
model is shown in Figure 4. Notably, each PE asynchronously
receives tokens externally from the network, instead of man-
ually fetching tokens, and outputs result tokens back to the
network. This distributes the token store throughout the NoC
and adds an instruction token type in addition to the traditional
dependency token. This scheme 1) minimizes the additional
control logic of each router, 2) eliminates network traffic
caused by requests, and 3) distributes the needed buffers.

Two types of tokens are used in our model:
1) Instruction tokens are generated and issued by a cen-

tralized unit, described in Section III-C. Instructions
tokens are defined as the tuple 〈O,P,Vl ,Vr,N〉, where
O is the operation, P is the destination PE, and Vl/r
are the two operands, which are either immediately
available or references to dependencies. N is the number
of dependents of the result.

2) Data tokens are produced and consumed directly by
PEs. Data tokens are defined as 〈S,N,V 〉, where S is a
dependency ID, N is the number of dependents, and V
is the value. We also provision for a special case where
a result’s only destination is the same source PE. If the
source and destination PE are the same, no data token is
transmitted. Instead, the data is preserved at the source
PE for further accumulate operations.

Compared to the traditional static dataflow model, we
remove the destination list from data tokens. Instead, destina-
tions, D1 . . .DN , are replaced with the number of destinations
or dependents, N, to allow reuse of the token’s value. This is
desirable when multiple dataflow nodes depend on the same
token. For example, given the matrix multiplication, C←XY Z,
where X , Y , and Z are matrices, tokens produced by the
intermediate expression XY will have as many dependents as
there are columns in Z. As such, result tokens do not directly
route to their destination. Instead, tokens traverse the NoC
on a continuous, pre-determined route that visits every node
until the token is consumed by all dependents. This avoids
the overhead of packing all dependents into each instruction
token and duplicating data tokens as the target linear-algebra
kernels are scaled up. Moreover, this uses the available slack
in the NoC as a storage medium itself, which eliminates the
overhead of a dedicated token store. The tokens stored on the
NoC are labeled transient data.

B. System-level Design

The SnackNoC adds two proposed components to a standard
CMP NoC: the Central Packet Manager (CPM) and one NoC
Router Compute Unit (RCU) per router. The CPM is the main
controller of the SnackNoC platform, primarily responsible
for assembling and issuing instructions, managing state for
SnackNoC kernels, and also acting as the memory interface
to the rest of the CMP. The RCU is a processing element
within each NoC router, primarily comprised of flit buffers
and an arithmetic logic unit (ALU).

The lifecycle of a SnackNoC instruction is summarized in
Figure 5. An instruction packet is 1 issued from the instruc-
tion buffer of the CPM. Instructions are statically mapped to
RCUs by the SnackNoC driver described in Section IV. En
route to the destination RCU, each instruction flit 2 traverses
the NoC with same routing algorithm as baseline commu-
nication flits as to not increase route computation overhead.
A dedicated virtual network is used to distribute SnackNoC
instruction packets, separate from the baseline virtual network.
Once the instruction packet arrives at its target RCU, 3
availability of the data dependencies are checked, and the RCU
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Fig. 5. System Overview of SnackNoC. The primary additions are a CPM
to issue instructions and an RCU in each router to compute the instructions.

executes the instruction. The output result is then 4 loaded
into the originating flit, and the data token traverses the NoC
to its next destination. If the instruction’s dependencies are not
available, 5 the instruction is placed into a local instruction
queue and checked again upon receiving a data token.

C. Central Packet Manager (CPM)

In this section, we describe the operation of the Central
Packet Manager (CPM). The Central Packet Manager is the
controller of the SnackNoC platform. The CPM’s responsibil-
ities are as follows:

1) assemble and issue instruction packets to RCUs
2) manage the execution state of kernels,
3) limit the quantity of instruction flits in flight,
4) interface to the rest of the CMP system,
5) cache data tokens that exceed available NoC resources.
The general operation of the CPM is as follows: the CPM’s

kernel execution state is set by the SnackNoC software run-
time, as discussed in Section IV. This initiates a command
buffer load from main memory to an internal instruction
stream, containing the kernel’s code. The CPM is located on
a memory controller to benefit from low-latency accesses to
SnackNoC application memory. When the memory controller
responds back with the application memory, the stream is
assembled into instruction flits and loaded into the CPM’s
own instruction buffer. Once instruction flits are available,
the CPM begins issuing SnackNoC instruction flits at a rate
of 1 flit per cycle, which is the transaction speed of the
baseline NoC. The instruction buffer is then refilled by the
instruction flit controller until an end-of-stream delimiter is
encountered. Results are stored into a output results FIFO
buffer and incrementally written back to main memory. The
SnackNoC program terminates once all the kernel results are
stored in main memory.

1) Loading and Assembling Instructions: The CPM re-
quests input values in batches from main memory. We size

the instruction buffer based on the peak number of instructions
that can queue up as values are read from a standard two rank
DDR3 memory. If we analyze the ideal case where kernel
data is stored across the two ranks and data is requested
sequentially, 128 data inputs can be stored in a DRAM row.
Accessing these data inputs sequentially in a DRAM row
can result in a peak rate of 45 SnackNoC instructions/cycle
buffered in the CPM instruction buffer. As input values are
streamed in from the memory controller, the CPM assembles
the instruction and sends them to the instruction buffer for
issue.

2) Data Overflow Management: Typically, the instruction
flit controller issues instructions to be executed on the NoC
at the rate of 1 IPC. However, if the number of instruction
packets enqueued onto the NoC exceeds the threshold for
NoC resources–virtual channels and their respective input flit
buffers–then data tokens traversing the NoC are temporarily
stored in main memory. This alleviates the increased con-
tention and correctly prioritizes the CMP workloads over
SnackNoC kernels. Detecting congestion on the NoC is a
well-researched subfield [20], [21], [22], [23], [24] ranging
from monitoring local contention at internal links to using
remote protocol messages to detect overall contention. For our
work, we measure congestion at the NoC edge of the memory
controller node with the low-cost method of Baydal et. al [23],
specifically a variant of the ALO technique that tracks the
number of useful free virtual output channels. When the CPM
enters a NoC overflow state, all data tokens that pass through
the CPM are collected in the Offload Data Memory Buffer
and issued to an overflow buffer in main memory in batches.
Once the CPM is in the NoC overflow state, it delivers a busy
response to the runtime for each request from calling cores.
The core runtime then either decides to process the kernel
on the core(s) instead or waits for the SnackNoC CPM to
be available. As resources again become available, the CPM
alternates enqueuing data from the overflow buffer and the
instruction buffer. For this implementation, we size the Offload
Data Memory Buffer to four SnackNoC instruction flits, as to
fit within the DDR3 transaction size of 64B.

D. Router Design and Router Compute Unit

In SnackNoC, routers (Figure 6) are augmented with com-
pute units to act as a dataflow processing elements (PE), called
Router Compute Units (RCU). Additions to the typical NoC
router and the design of the RCU is shown in Figure 6. Its
main components are:

1) the sub block state and dependency structures,
2) an arithmetic logic unit,
3) and an accumulator-based compute logic.
The general operation of an RCU is as follows: SnackNoC

flits are decoded on arrival to the router’s virtual channel
buffers. Then, the decoded flit is passed to the input queues
of the RCU where dependency and instruction reordering
management are performed. Following a traditional dataflow
firing rule [25], when the data dependencies are resolved, the
flit instruction is executed in the ALU. The resulting value is
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Fig. 6. SnackNoC Router Diagram. The Router Compute Unit is added to a standard NoC router. The standard Input Units, Allocators, and Crossbar are
additionally modified to interface with the RCU.

either re-encoded as a data token to be transmitted or is kept
in the RCU’s accumulator register, depending on destination
flags in the instruction.

1) Flit Ordering: We call an intra-dependent set of in-
structions a sub block. That is, some instructions depend on
local state in the RCU. For example, a set of instructions that
perform a reduction utilizing the accumulator must not be in-
terrupted by an instruction outside of the set. Thus, we impose
a partial ordering on arriving instructions because 1) not all
RCU operations are associative, and 2) the arrival order of
instructions is non-deterministic due to the asynchronicity of
the NoC.

2) Router Pipeline: Computing within the router neces-
sitates a modification to the router pipeline. A traditional
NoC, with wormhole routing and latency optimizations, has
a router–to–router flit traversal latency of 2 cycles [26]. The
router actions of input buffering, routing, allocation, and
traversing the crossbar switch occurs within 1 cycle, while
the flit traversing the link between the two routers occurs
in the 2nd cycle. As shown in Figure 6, after an instruction
flit is received by the router and placed in the Input Unit’s
virtual channel buffers, it is enqueued into an instruction
buffer within the RCU for execution. This action adds an
additional router pipeline stage for executing instruction flits.
However, assuming an instruction has no instruction–ordering
or data–dependency delays, the execution occurs immediately
in the next stage, and this stage can occur in parallel with
the remaining route computation and allocation. Consequently,
for 1 cycle computation operations, the total router–to–router
flit traversal latency is 3 cycles (as opposed to 2 cycles for
communication flits), and 2 cycle computation operations (e.g.
multiply) have a flit traversal latency of 4 cycles. The instruc-
tion flit pipeline latency could increase due to larger cycle
times for ALU operations or delay waiting for dependencies.

3) Arbitration between Communication Flits and Instruc-
tion Flits: To further limit the impact of flits associated with
SnackNoC computation on CMP application performance,
we modify the traditional switch and VC allocator to pri-

oritize communication flits over SnackNoC instruction flits.
At each allocator step, round-robin arbitration is performed
on the communication virtual channels, prior to checking
the allocation status of instruction flits. While the risk is
temporary resource starvation for instruction flits, based on our
motivational data in Section II, idle phases of communication
traffic will occur with high probability.

E. Transient Data Tokens

A primary novelty of computing on the NoC is its ability to
uniquely exploit the communication characteristics of tempo-
rary storage within the NoC. The available NoC bandwidth
is itself used as storage medium for data tokens to exist
transiently, instead of statically in one location. This allows
intermediate results to stay close to the processing elements
without incurring off-chip large memory transaction costs.

For the NoC itself to act as a memory, processing elements
must be able to access data within it. To accommodate access
with limited additional control logic and bandwidth overheads,
we chose to statically route all transient data tokens along the
same path. We use a static path route that visits every node in
a single loop. We use the NoC’s default routing algorithm to
compute the transient data token’s route, but we modify the
destination value for transient data flits to follow a static path.
This routing scheme provides deterministic behavior for data
token traffic and a regular access pattern.

F. RTL Implementation and Cost Evaluation

To evaluate the costs of SnackNoC, the functional units were
implemented at the RTL level in Verilog and synthesized with
Synopsys Design Compiler. The area and power is estimated
with the 45 nm NCSU technology node with an operating
frequency of 1 GHz. The detailed power and area numbers
are reported in Table II. In this implementation, we use 32-
bit fixed point functional units to keep area costs low as
opposed to floating point units. Evaluating the total area for
the SnackNoC platform at 16 RCUs, the CPM accounts for
71% of the area resources due to the memory buffer overhead.
However, this cost is amortized as the number of RCUs
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TABLE II
AREA AND POWER OVERHEAD PER FUNCTIONAL UNIT

Central Packet Manager (CPM) Power (W) Area (mm2)
Assembly Logic and Buffers 0.4m 0.05
Kernel State 0.8m 0.002
Instruction Buffer 53m 0.53
Offload Data Memory Buffer 4.7m 0.047
Output Result FIFO 4.7m 0.047

Router Control Unit (RCU) Power (W) Area (mm2)
32-bit Parallel Adder 0.5m 0.002
32-bit Parallel Subtractor 0.5m 0.002
32-bit Multiply and Accumulate (MAC) 0.9m 0.003
Ordered Instruction Buffer 0.9m 0.004
Dependency Buffer 1.1m 0.002
Accumulator Buffer 0.3m 0.0002
Sub Block List 0.1m 0.003
Total CPM + 16 RCU 0.13 0.90
Total CPM + 32 RCU 0.20 1.16
Total CPM + 64 RCU 0.34 1.67
Total CPM + 128 RCU 0.61 2.71
Total CPM + 147 RCU 0.70 3.02

on-chip increase. In comparison, each RCU amounts to a
9.3% area overhead per router as a result of adding custom
processing units. We investigate the cost of our platform as we
scale up to the projected 147 core server sockets by 2029 [27]
and present the total projected area and power in Table II.

In terms of total power utilization, the cost of adding the
SnackNoC platform to a many-core system with a projected
147 cores and NoC routers is merely 0.7 W with an area
overhead of ≈3.02 mm2, due to the small processing elements
and limited memory overhead. Comparing against the Intel
Teraflops Research processor [28] consuming 65 W to 265 W
of power, SnackNoC consumes ≈1% (compared to 65 W
power consumption [28] and ≈1.4% when scaled to 45nm).

IV. PROGRAMMING MODEL

In this section, we describe the proof-of-concept program-
ming flow used for our evaluation of SnackNoC. To utilize the
inherent parallelism of the NoC, we target vector and matrix
linear algebra operations. The SnackNoC programming model
represents workloads as deterministic dataflow graphs that map
auspiciously to the communication properties of the modified
NoC layer. The primary interface to this model is provided by
a runtime library interface. The runtime orchestrates dynamic
compilation of user code to SnackNoC machine code, commu-
nication between user-space and protected SnackNoC memory
regions, execution of kernels on SnackNoC, and allocation of
resources between competing processes.

A. SnackNoC Library Interface

Our programming model uses a library interface to support
vector and matrix-based linear algebra operations. The exam-
ple in Figure 7 demonstrates the transformation of a simple
matrix multiplication from serialized summations to specific
SnackNoC functions. As shown in Listing 8b, we provide an
application programming interface (API) to create input arrays
structures and an interface to transform the data with array
operations. Current support includes a subset of the BLAS
specification [29]. The particular subset was chosen only for
evaluation, and not due to any limitation of the platform.

Our initial programming model does not support direct com-
pilation from marked regions of serialized, imperative code,
like OpenMP directives. Instead, the programmer declaratively
builds the computation, as shown in Listing 8b and the first
component of the flow shown in Figure 7. This reason for this
decision is to simplify evaluation of the hardware platform
and not a philosophical preference. The example in Figure 7
demonstrates the transformation of a simple matrix multi-
plication from serialized summations to specific SnackNoC
functions. Linear algebra kernels are generated by combining
operations such as reduction, matrix multiplication, and sparse
matrix and vector multiplication.

1) Dataflow Graph Representation: The API will internally
generate deterministic dataflow graphs for execution, similar
to prior work in dataflow processors [25], [30]. Using deter-
ministic dataflow graphs simplifies the successive compilation
steps performed within the runtime and reduces hardware
requirements that would otherwise need to track state. Edges
in the graph are labeled as immediate or intermediate array
values, and nodes are labeled as operations on those values,
as shown in Figure 8. Each graph can only have a single root
node that is the operation to produce the final result, which is
written to the user-provided output buffer.

2) Execution Contexts: Execution contexts provide the pro-
grammer with coarse-grained control over the execution of
SnackNoC kernels. The programmer constructs linear algebra
computations within a given context. A context environment
is comprised of one or more dataflow graphs, buffer ref-
erences and dimensions for inputs and the output for each
graph, required NoC resources, and task priority. Contexts
are used during code generation to manage resource mapping
and scheduling, discussed further in Section IV-B1. Multiple
graphs placed within a single context will be executed together
and compete for resources specific to the context. In contrast,
graphs placed in individual contexts will be scheduled and
executed independently. When a context is executed, all com-
putations within the graph will be issued and only the final
outputs will be observable. This affords the programmer a
level of control and insight, instead of relinquishing kernel
execution fully to the runtime.

B. Compilation and Code Generation

Compilation must transform the specified array operations
into element-wise scalar or vector operations and statically
map and schedule the resulting operations. The resulting linear
intermediate representation (IR) must then be transformed into
instruction flits to be issued to the RCUs via the CPM.

Just-in-time (JIT) compilation occurs through the provided
runtime, as the input arrays and intermediate operations can be
generated dynamically. While a JIT compiler can be a source
of overhead, it can also improve performance by adjusting to
components of SnackNoC state. For example, NoC topology,
available RCUs, transient storage buffer capacity, and out-
standing contexts can be used as inputs to the JIT compiler’s
mapping and scheduling algorithms. Our initial evaluation
of the platform did not consider certain optimizations and
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Fig. 7. SnackNoC Programming Flow.

current-art, such as compiling optimized IR ahead-of-time for
faster JIT compilation, and this is left as future work.

1) Statically Mapping Kernels: The SnackNoC compiler
maps and schedules array operations to the scalar RCUs by
transforming array expressions to scalar element-wise opera-
tions. Static mapping was chosen to minimize any additional
hardware introduced by SnackNoC, compared to a system that
relies on dynamic dataflow execution.

Mapping is performed as follows: we perform a post-
order traversal of each graph in a given context. Each array
expression is fully mapped before moving on to the next.
Given the graph in Figure 8a, all scalar operations, for each
output element of the expression A×B, are mapped to one
RCU before the next operation, the scalar multiplication by
α , is mapped. This simplifies the initial implementation, but
precludes optimizations that keep element-wise data in local
registers between expressions; the element-wise outputs of

×

A

B

× +

α

D

C

A

B
α

C

D

(a)

1 CXTH cxt = create_new_cxt();
2 RESH a = create_input(cxt, A_ptr, a_rows, a_cols);
3 RESH b = create_input(cxt, B_ptr, b_rows, b_cols);
4 RESH c = create_input(cxt, C_ptr, c_rows, c_cols);
5 RESH alpha = create_input(cxt, &alpha, 1, 1);
6 RESH ab = create_mult(cxt, a, b);
7 RESH alpha_ab = create_mult(cxt, alpha, ab);
8 RESH d = create_add(cxt, alpha_ab, c);
9 get_value(cxt, d, D_ptr);

(b)

Fig. 8. A SnackNoC context that computes D← αAB+C. A, B, and C are
immediate multi-dimensional inputs, while α is a scalar input. C is an output.
The intermediate expressions will be calculated entirely within the NoC.

each expression are pushed back onto the NoC as transient
data tokens and are not locally retained. Peeking further up
the dataflow graph is only performed to determine the number
of dependencies to assign an element, so that data tokens are
assigned the correct number of dependents and will persist
on the NoC until all dependents are satisfied. In contrast
to the simple example in Figure 8, our programming model
allows more complex computations that reuse the results of an
expression. In other words, we are only required to perform
lookahead for liveliness analysis to avoid sending intermediate
data back to memory. By constraining the complexity of the
mapping algorithm we limit the increased runtime overheads
of more complex mapping schemes [31], [32].

Within an expression, we consider basic optimizations for
each element-wise output that keep data in local registers. This
is a separate optimization than keeping data locally between
expressions. For example, the inner product in Equation 1 is
separated element-wise into m scalar multiplications followed
by a reduction of m values.

Ci j =
m

∑
k=1

AikBk j (1)

The runtime has the choice of 1) mapping m multiply-
accumulate (MAC) operations to one RCU, 2) distributing
m element-wise multiplications across RCUs and collecting
results in a reduction on another RCU, or 3) any combination
thereof. While this decision can be made by a complex cost
model, for this work we keep data within local accumulator
registers to avoid additional load on the NoC. For example,
Equation 1 is compiled as a sequence of MAC operations.

We perform round-robin scheduling when mapping con-
secutive element-wise operations within the same expression.
For example, each output element Ci j in Equation 1 will be
mapped onto consecutive RCUs. This is also a simplification
that does not take into account the unbounded asynchronous
nature of the NoC. Once an array expression has been mapped
and scheduled to scalar operations, the operations are trans-
formed to instruction flits and written to a command buffer.
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C. Loading and Execution

A runtime instance launches kernels within a context by
first acquiring a lock for exclusive control of the CPM. The
JIT compiler, discussed in the previous section, maps the
data used in SnackNoC instructions to a protected region
of memory allocated for the runtime. If a runtime instance
asynchronously tries to acquire the CPM lock, with a higher
priority kernel, the currently executing context must first
complete. Once execution begins, it can either successfully
complete or complete with an error, for example if the program
exits before completion. However, the priority can be used
to select the next running context during lock acquisition.
Once execution does complete, the issuing thread can either
be signaled with a condition variable, giving control to the
operating system to wake up the thread, or it can spin on a
ready flag if low-latency is required.

1) Considerations on Memory Coherence and Sharing:
The runtime is responsible for configuring the CPM to access
the appropriate command buffer and input and output data,
located in main memory. To provide access to this memory, the
runtime pins the memory in-place, sets the respective pages as
invalid to prevent the application from accessing the memory,
and uses the physical addresses to configure the CPM. The
CPM’s memory accesses are uncacheable and not coherent
with the cores. When the execution context completes, the
memory is unpinned, and user space is given back permission
to access the inputs and outputs. This scheme avoids adding
additional hardware to the CPM for virtual address translation
and coherence support.

V. RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of SnackNoC
and measure the equivalent CMP performance SnackNoC can
extract from slack. Furthermore, we show SnackNoC kernels
have limited impact on a multithreaded application running
simultaneously on the CMP cores.

A. Experimental Methodology

Our experimental methodology consists of three sets of
experiments. First, we demonstrate the performance extracted
with SnackNoC relative to the same kernel running on general
purpose CMP cores. Second, we estimate the potential perfor-
mance interference of the SnackNoC platform by simulating
multi-threaded benchmark applications on CMP cores and
concurrently executing linear algebra kernels on the SnackNoC
platform. We finally estimate future potential performance
interference as we scale up the number of CMP cores.

1) Benchmark Applications and Kernels: We chose the
applications listed in Table III—from the PARSEC3.0 [13],
Splash2X [14], and FastForward2 [15] benchmark suites—
to represent a range of parallelism, communication, and
structured vs. unstructured data characteristics. To benchmark
the performance of SnackNoC we use four linear algebra
kernels based on the experimental methodology of the Active-
Routing [7] project that are often found in scientific computing
applications. We converted the two applications from the

TABLE III
BENCHMARK APPLICATIONS

CMP Benchmark Description Input Size
Barnes [14] N-body 32768 particles
Canneal [13] EDA kernel 100K nets
CoMD [33] Molecular dynamics 10 ×10×10
FFT [14] Complex 1D FFT 64K data points
LU [14] Matrix triangulation 1500×1500 matrix
LULESH [34] Shock hydrodynamics 303 Mesh, 20 iterations
Cholesky [14] Matrix factorization tk29
FMM [14] N-body 16,384 particles
Radiosity [14] Graphics Room
Radix [14] Integer sort 64M keys
Raytrace [13] 3D rendering 4 balls
Volrend [14] 3D rendering 128×128×63 voxel
Water-NSquared [14] Molecular dynamics 153 molecules
Water-Spatial [14] Molecular dynamics 32K molecules
XSBench [35] Monte Carlo Transport 15M lookups
Graph500 [36] Graph R-MAT scale 15
SnackNoC Kernel Description Input Size
SGEMM [37] Matrix multiplication 4K×4K
Reduction [7] Sum reduction of a vector 640M
MAC [7] Multiply-and-Accum. two vectors 640K
SPMV [37] Sparse matrix and vector mult. 4096, 70% Sparsity

TABLE IV
PLATFORM CONFIGURATION

Native CPU Parameters Configuration
Processor Intel Xeon E5-2660 v3
Core Freq. 2.6GHz
L1 I&D Cache 32KB, 8-way
L2 Cache 256KB, 8-way
L3 Cache 20MB, 20-way
Simulated CMP Parameters Configuration
Core Count 16 in-order cores
Core Freq. 2 GHz
L1 I&D Cache 32KB, 4-way
L2 Cache 256KB per bank, 4-way
NoC Topology 2D 4x4 Mesh w. Corner MemCntrls
NoC Flit Size 32B
Num. Virtual Channels 4
Num. Buffers 4
SnackNoC Parameters Configuration
RCU Count 16 RCUs
RCU Freq. 1 GHz
Flit Priority Arbitration ON/OFF

Parboil [37] benchmark suite and the kernels from Active-
Routing [7] with the C SnackNoC driver. The x86 benchmarks
and kernels are compiled with GCC 8.2.1 using OpenMP 4.5.

2) Platforms: We measured performance on both a physical
Dell server and a simulated machine with the configurations
listed in Table IV. To measure the performance gains of
SnackNoC compared to a real server, we executed the linear
algebra workloads on a Intel Haswell-based CMP using 1 to
8 threads and SnackNoC. The simulated platform consists of
a 16 to 128-core CMP operating at 2GHz, 2-level cache, and
directory-based MESI protocol. The simulated uncore consists
of private 4-way 32KB L1 caches, a shared and distributed 4-
way L2 cache with 256KB per bank, and 64-byte blocks. The
NoC Routers and RCUs operate at 1 GHz. An execution trace
of each multi-threaded benchmark application is extracted with
the Prism [38] profiling framework, spawning 16, 32, 64, and
128 parallel threads. Each set of traces are simulated in the
SynchroTrace [39] multi-core event-based simulator, built into
the gem5 [40] simulation framework. We integrated the event-
based SnackNoC model with the Garnet2.0 [41] cycle-accurate
interconnection network model.
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Fig. 9. SnackNoC Kernel Performance vs. CPU Cores. A 16 RCU SnackNoC
extracts performance equivalent to CMP cores.

TABLE V
AREA AND POWER OF CPU VS. SNACKNOC

Platform Power (W) Area (mm2)
Intel Xeon E5 2660 v3 [42] 105 492
SnackNoC 0.13 0.9

B. Comparing CPU cores vs. SnackNoC

Using the platform configurations listed in Table IV, we
evaluate the performance of the linear algebra kernels executed
in SnackNoC and compare it to the performance of executing
on native CPU cores. The performance of kernels executed on
SnackNoC is measured by its kernel completion latency, in
cycles, under a zero-load NoC. The performance of the native
CPU core execution is measured in cycles. For a comparison
of the two platforms, cycle-times of multi-core and SnackNoC
executions are normalized to the execution of one CPU core.

The speedup comparison of SnackNoC over the CMP, is
shown in Figure 9. As the number of cores is increased we
see expected linear scaling for the CMP version (written in
OpenMP) of the SGEMM, Reduction, and MAC kernels. Each
has roughly linear scaling as the number of CMP cores are
increased, with an eight core execution running 7.86×, 7.89×,
and 7.57× faster than the one core execution, respectively.
This scaling is intuitive, as the core computation of the three
kernels is almost fully data-parallel with a regular memory
access pattern. Comparatively, our 16-RCU SnackNoC im-
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Fig. 11. NoC Crossbar Usage of LULESH with SPMV Kernel.

plementation performs the equivalent computations, 6.15×,
2.76×, and 2.57× faster than a single core on the Dell server.
Comparing the performance against multiple cores, the Snack-
NoC implementation amounts to the comparable performance
between a 4 and 8 out-of-order core system for SGEMM and
between 2 and 4 out-of-order cores when executing Reduction
and MAC. Since SPMV has a comparatively irregular data-
pattern, it has sub-linear scaling when executing up to 8
cores. The eight core performance of SPMV has only 5.4×
the performance of the single core execution on the Dell
server. This limited scaling is largely due to the irregular data
pattern in accessing an indexed vector prior to computation.
This irregular data pattern also limits the performance of
SnackNoC, resulting in equivalent computations of SPMV of
only 2.09× faster than a single core on the Dell server. Table V
lists the power and area of both compared platforms. The 16-
RCU SnackNoC platform achieves comparable performance
to multiple CPU cores with only 0.13 W (compared to 105 W
of the Haswell processor) and 0.9 mm2 (compared to the
492 mm2 die size of the Haswell processor).

C. QoS Impact

The primary goal of SnackNoC is to provide acceleration
of kernels without interfering with the workloads running
on the CMP. To measure the potential performance impact
of running SnackNoC while executing another workload on
the CMP, we simulate the 16 multi-threaded benchmarks in
Table IV, concurrently with the SnackNoC kernels on the
NoC. The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 12.
Overall, in all but one case, the impact of SnackNoC ker-
nels on benchmark application performance is under 1%.
In contrast, Radix consistently generates traffic to the NoC
routers at higher relative utilization than the other bench-
marks, approximately 20× greater than CoMD. Consequently,
its runtime performance is more susceptible to further NoC
traffic without mitigation. While the performance impact is
consistently below 1% in the case of SGEMM, Reduction,
the MAC and SPMV kernels generate a larger flit footprint
resulting in a performance impact of up to 1.1% and 0.82%.
Additionally, even as SnackNoC kernels share the NoC with
CMP workloads running on each core, the performance of a
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kernel on SnackNoC is not harmed significantly with execution
time never increasing more than 3.86% over the experiments in
Figure 9. While the interference of SnackNoC kernels on CMP
performance is low, it is important to note that the SnackNoC
flits are indeed repurposing the available crossbar slack. As
shown in Figure 11, the median crossbar utilization increases
from 9.3% to 29.6% in the case of LULESH concurrently
executing SPMV in comparison to LULESH individually
executing on the CMP (Figure 2(a)-3).

1) Impact of Communication/Instruction Flit Arbitration:
To reduce the impact of SnackNoC instruction flits on the
communication flits generated by the cores and memory,
we incorporate the priority arbitration scheme described in
Section III-D3. This arbitration scheme prioritizes communi-
cation flits over SnackNoC instruction flits at the allocator
level. While this limits the interference of SnackNoC instruc-
tion flits on core communication flits at each router, this
does not arbitrate potential stalls at the network interface.
In cases where instruction flit interference is low, priority
arbitration has an insignificant effect, such as with CoMD
executing simultaneously with Reduction. However, in the case
of executing Volrend simultaneously with SGEMM, priority
arbitration reduces the instruction flit interference by 92%.
Overall, priority arbitration improves the performance impact,
reducing the impact down to 0.83% at peak.

2) Power and Area Analysis: We evaluated the increase in
costs of the uncore assuming a baseline 16-core CMP. We
calculate the power and area of the caches and baseline NoC

in the 45nm technology node using Orion 3.0 [4] and Cacti
7.0 [43]. The breakdown of each uncore cost is shown in
Figure 10. While we added additional logic and memory to
the existing NoC to model the SnackNoC platform, for a 16-
RCU system, the power and area remain only 1.6% and 1.1%
of the total uncore power and area, respectively.

D. Scalability

To assess how SnackNoC scales, we simulate 16 to 128 core
platforms, executing the multi-threaded benchmarks while
concurrently executing SGEMM. As shown in Figure 13, the
impact of running SGEMM on the multi-threaded application
performance is comparatively low, remaining below 0.50% for
all benchmarks and core counts, with exception to LULESH
at 128 threads (0.58%). Overall, the performance impact of
SnackNoC does not markedly grow as the platform scales up
to 128 cores and RCUs.

While the throughput of SnackNoC kernels increases with
the number of RCUs, the latency and instruction issue time
degrade due to the bottleneck of a single CPM. We envision
decentralizing the CPM, as to issue multiple kernels simulta-
neously. For traditional CMPs, a CPM would be placed within
each memory controller module operating in parallel. We leave
examining this decentralized approach to future work.

VI. RELATED WORK

Researchers have explored alternative approaches to tradi-
tional Von Neumann processors by building tile-based [44],
[30], [8] and dataflow processors [25], [18]. These approaches
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have the explicit goal to build systems that increase ILP by
decreasing the complexity of the CPU pipeline. The Raw
microprocessor is a scalable, tiled processor that incorporates
an on-chip interconnect to route data operands and operations
to computation resources, defined as a scalar operand net-
work [44]. Gains in performance are achieved by exposing the
ISA to logic, wires, and pins. Alternatively, the TRIPS pro-
cessor uses an explicit data graph execution model to execute
instructions in parallel [30]. This graph-based model is mapped
onto two tiled systems of computation resources (scalar
operand network) and memory resources, connected by an
on-chip interconnect. These networks are critical components
of a tightly integrated platform of memory resources and
execution tiles. Wavescalar is an ISA and dataflow processor
that clusters execution units into tiles tightly connected to
data caches and buffers via a dynamically routed on-chip
network [25]. A key advantage in the Wavescalar ISA is
support for traditional von Neumann-style memory semantics
in a dataflow style. Building on these prior works, Nowatzki
et al. investigated executing with fine-grained interleaving on
both an explicit dataflow processor and a general purpose
von Neumann-style CPU [18]. IPNosys II [8] presents a
distributed packet processor, based on the mesh interconnect
of a NoC, to process instructions as packets in parallel. While
SnackNoC is informed by the designs of these past works, in
particular the scalar operand networks, our platform exists to
improve task-level-parallelism and throughput by executing as
a co-processor to conventional processor-centric subsystems
through adding computing resources within the NoC pipeline.
In lieu of building a complete alternative computing stack,
we built our platform upon the existing tile-based system of
the NoC. Additionally, while the current programming flow
supports linear algebra kernels through a similar graph-based
analysis of dataflow ISAs, we aim to build on the prior efforts
of the dataflow community to increase programmability.

The concept of processing in-network has been investigated
in recent work [7], [9]. Active Routing [7], proposes building a
processing layer within the interconnect of a hybrid memory
cube (HMC) logic layer to offload computation in-network,
during application phases of poor data locality. Rettkowski et
al. [9] introduced processing flits on the fly within the NoC
to assist in computing stream processing applications. These
heterogeneous computing advancements sought to improve
the performance of the core application executing on the
primary processing elements (e.g. cores) by adding a layer
of processing in-network. Our proposed platform, SnackNoC,
builds on these heterogeneous computing efforts by exploiting
the available resources on the NoC.

A key concept of our work is opportunistic computing, i.e.
computing through the reuse of existing resources. Researchers
have investigated this concept in processing in GPUs [45]
and reducing NoC traffic [46]. Pattnaik et al. proposed adding
processing elements to GPU LLCs as to improve the execution
latency of frequently occurring load-compute-store instruc-
tion chains [45] by reducing data movement. In comparison,
SnackNoC improves application performance by leveraging

the available parallel resources on the NoC to offload the
execution of linear algebra kernels. Approx-NoC proposes
supporting applications with relaxed accuracy as a means to
increase throughput on the NoC [46]. By adding a hardware
data approximation framework to NoC network interfaces,
Approx-NoC can compress data patterns, and thus improving
NoC latency and throughput. While Approx-NoC aims to
improve NoC as a communication device, we propose adding
computing resources to the NoC to enable executing linear
algebra kernels directly with high throughput.

VII. FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have presented, SnackNoC, a computing
platform that repurposes the temporal and spatial slack in the
NoC routers to compute linear algebra kernels within the NoC.
SnackNoC leverages the parallel nature of the NoC to model
a lean dataflow-style system. We demonstrate that SnackNoC
can compute linear algebra kernels up to 6.15× faster than
a processing core. Finally, we show that kernels can execute
concurrently to applications on the CMP cores, with a minimal
runtime impact up to 0.83% and scalability up to 128 cores.

While we present the benefits for processing linear algebra
kernels with up to a 6.15× speedup, there is a much greater
opportunity in applying SnackNoC to a larger coverage within
applications. However, growing this coverage with SnackNoC
necessitates additional hardware specialization, compiler sup-
port, and a tighter integration with computing cores. We leave
examining the efficacy of these additions to future work.

While the centralized control mechanisms of SnackNoC is
sufficient for the application kernels we executed, this system
would benefit from a decentralized approach and increased
density of compute units. To support a scaling up of compute
density (e.g. adding vectorized RCUs), the current centralized
control mechanisms (e.g. the CPM) are likely incapable of
injecting data and instructions fast enough to support the
data processing capabilities of scaled RCUs. Options for a
decentralized approach include asynchronous instruction injec-
tions at multiple memory controller nodes, custom instruction
links, instruction injection performed by modifications to
core network interfaces, and NoC modifications for efficient
streaming of data. We aim to examine the benefits and costs
for decentralized instruction injection in future work.
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